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Abstract 
We are immersed within an odorous sea of chemical currents that we parse into individual odors 
with complex structures. Odors have been posited as determined by the structural relation 
between the molecules that compose the chemical compounds and their interactions with the 
receptor site. But, naturally occurring smells are parsed from gaseous odor plumes. To give a 
comprehensive account of the nature of odors the chemosciences must account for these large 
distributed entities as well. We offer a focused review of what is known about the perception of 
odor plumes for olfactory navigation and tracking, which we then connect to what is known about 
the role odorants play as properties of the plume in determining odor identity with respect to 
odor quality. We end by motivating our central claim that more research needs to be conducted 
on the role that odorants play within the odor plume in determining odor identity. 
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The components of an odorant mixture affect odor quality, but there is little to no research closing the 
gap on the determinates of odor quality as these odorous mixtures scale from objects transduced at the 
receptor level to the extended, distributed odorous plumes.  
 
Odorant properties in an odor plume determine odor identity with respect to odor quality. 
 
For successful navigation the odor plume must be represented by an olfactory system as a spatiotemporal 
entity over and above the constituent odorants and concentration gradients. 
 
The concentration of the odorants composing the odor plume affects odor quality. 
 
As it is an open question if isotopic or isotopomer variations within the composition of the odor plume 
might play a role in determining olfactory quality. We suggest using these microchemical variations for 
further research. 
 
To account for natural odor perception more research needs to be conducted to account for the 
perception of the odor plume both at the receptor level and at the level of the odor as a gaseous plume.  
1. Introduction 
 
It is an uncontroversial claim that when an olfactory stimulus is transduced at the olfactory 
epithelium that the odor identified in terms of its quality (i.e. what it smells like) is determined 
by the molecular structure of the chemical stimulus (Keller, et al. 2007; Kermen, et al., 2011; 
Khan, et al. 2007; Sanz, et al. 2008). However, there is less of a consensus over how this process 
occurs. What has become apparent is that the atomic constituents of odors are transduced by 
the olfactory system in a combinatorial manner (Areneda et al. 2000; Buck and Axel, 1991; 
Firestein, 2001; Hallem et al. 2006; Malnic et al. 1999; Meierhenrich et al. 2004). The molecular 
structure of an odorant is encoded by a distribution of multiple olfactory receptor neurons 
(ORNs) based on their differential sensitivity to the functional groups that compose the chemical 
compound (Mori and Shepherd, 1994; Shepherd, 2005). Although the leading scientific theories 
share the view that odor identity is determined by the molecular structure of chemical 
compounds creating a distributed activity pattern across multiple ORNs, they differ in their 
accounts of both the precise structural properties and the mechanisms of stimuli transduction in 
olfactory perception. 
 
The central question of this review is what role the properties of the odor plume play in 
determining odor identity as ascertained by odor quality. Commonly we identify the gaseous 
odor plumes permeating our nostrils in terms of their smell, which we shall refer to as odor 
quality. However, these gaseous plumes are neither uniform entities before we inhale them nor 
after they enter our nostrils on a sniff as they are transported to the olfactory epithelium where 
they are transduced by ORNs. Despite the variability of the structure and concentration of the 
odor plume, we nonetheless perceive odors as having the same smell (odor quality) across these 
variations. Even though the concentration of the odorants within the plume is constantly in flux 
we still smell the odor as being the same in a similar manner that fluctuations in perspective or 
lighting do not affect visual object identification and shifts in volume and pitch do not affect 
auditory object perception (Wilson et al. 2017).  
 
While it is widely agreed that molecular structures of odorants allows us to individuate an odor, 
as the same smell across perceptual instances, it is still debatable whether the primary 
determinate of the identity of an odor (referred to throughout as odor identity), is its property 
of valence (being a pleasant or unpleasant scent) or olfactory quality. In a series of studies, it has 
been argued that valence is the perceptible property used by humans to determine odor identity 
(Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010). Unlike odor-quality categorization, which is similar in various respects, 
but varies cross-culturally, there is greater agreement on the categorization and identification of 
odors using their judged properties of being pleasant or unpleasant (Haddad, et al., 2008, 2010). 
Moreover, Snitz et al., (2013) generated a computational model of odorants that can predict 
perceived valence from their chemical structure alone. However, competing research indicates 
that humans more likely identify the perceived identity of an odor in terms of its odorous quality 
(i.e. what it smells like) (Olofsson et al, 2012, 2013). Additionally, Kumar et al (2015) created an 
alternative computational model to that of Snitz et al (2013) using descriptors of odor qualities 
and not judgements of valence, as well as measures of chemical structures to predict olfactory 
quality.  Similarly, Menzel et al’s (2019) test for human olfactory change detection only yielded 
reliable detection for 24% of the participants, yet across all individuals olfactory quality was 
detected with greater frequency than concentration, which we take to further solidify the 
primacy of odor quality for the purposes of odor identity.  
 
The intensity of an odor is similarly linked to the concentration of odorants composing the odor 
plume, but odor quality, valence, and intensity are perceptually dissociable and might be 
determined by different sensory mechanism.1 Research on mice further supports the claim that 
odor quality and intensity are dissociable, since mice display distinct cortical coding strategies for 
odor identity and intensity (Bolding and Franks, 2017). Moreover, the molecular features of an 
odorant are correlated with its perceptual qualities in a manner that allows for separable 
dimension of quality, pleasantness, and intensity (Keller & Vosshall, 2016). Because the 
perceptual properties of an odor are dissociable between its quality, pleasantness, and intensity 
it is an open question how the composition of an odor plume might affect our ability for odor 
identification along each of these dimensions. Yet, for the purposes of this review we only 
considers odor identity determined in accordance with odor quality following Wilson & 
Stevenson (2007) and Olofsson et al, 2012, 2013) and not intensity (Giaffar, Rinberg, and 
Koulakov, 2018) or valence (Haddad et al., 2008, 2010). We think that limiting the literature 
covered within this review allows for greater clarity, since there is a paucity of research even 
within the narrow focus on olfactory quality, while we have at best inchoate experimental 
knowledge of the other dimensions. Moreover, we focus upon olfactory quality, as it is most likely 
the primary determinate of odor identity for humans and we wish to use a perceptual property 
of odor identity that is prima facie scalable across animal models from insects to humans and 
from odor plumes down to their molecular components. 
 
While there is evidence that some properties of the odor plume such as odor composition and 
concentration impact odor perception, there remains a gap in the chemoscience literature 
regarding how the molecular structure at the level of receptor sensitivity scales up to odor 
plumes. While research has been done on the receptor-odor relation relative to different types 
of chemical compounds (Hallem et al 2006, Mathew et al., 2013, Nara et al., 2011) and odor 
plumes in terms of olfactory tracking and navigation (reviewed in section 2), determining what 
properties of the odor plume play a role in generating odor quality is an open area of research. 
Thus, we wonder what are the smallest chemical changes of an odorant (the individual chemical 
components of an odor) that we have receptivity to, which might be manipulated to create 
differences in the composition of the odor plume with measurable effects on odor quality? 
 
1 For a good overview of the dissociation of odor quality from intensity and a theory of how odor 
intensity might be determined from the concentration gradient of a complex odor plume see 
Mainlaind et al (2014). Similarly, Giaffar et al (2018) generate a primacy model of odor identity 
with respect to intensity that builds upon Wilson et al ‘s (2017) model that shows how initial 
ORNs encode odor identity with respect to quality across a range of different concentrations. 
Even though Giaffar et al’s (2018) model laudably generates testable predictions of how a small 
set of high affinity receptors could encode odor identity within a single sniff, given their focus on 
odor identity as intensity and not quality we set it aside in what follows.  
 
 
Elsewhere it was hypothesized that properties of the odor plume might play a role in generating 
odor quality (Young, 2016). By analogy, under laboratory conditions we truthfully assert that H2O 
is water, yet when considering naturally occurring samples the properties we associate with 
water of being clear, viscous, and liquid at room temperature are only accounted for by 
considering large collections of H2O that must also include the isotopes of Hydrogen (Needham, 
2000; 2002). Isotopes are variants of an element that differ in the number of neutrons in their 
nuclei, and hence differ in their relative atomic mass. It is the microstructural features of the 
collection that we must advert to in any explanation of what is it about H2O that yield the 
properties that water appears to us as having in our normal everyday interactions with it. We 
wonder if we can find similar facts to be true of natural odors composed of chemical mixtures — 
might something as small as isotopic variation of the molecular structures (see figure 1) 
composing the odor plume partially determine odor quality?  
 
Our wonder regarding the possibility of microstructural variation within the components of an 
odor plume generating changes in odor quality, brings up a general problem about receptor 
sensitivity: if as we suppose isotopes within the odorant plume yield shifts in the odors perceptual 
properties, then we need to first demonstrate receptor sensitivity to such properties of an 
odorant. To date we have found a small number of studies on olfactory receptivity to isotopic 
structures, which can be detected and discriminated by honeybees (Gronenberg et al. 2014a, 
2014b; Paoli et al. 2016), fruit flies (Bitner et al 2012; Drimyli et al 2016; Franco et al 2011; 
Solov’yov et al. 2012), and humans (Gane et al. 2013; Reese et al. 2016; Solov’yov et al. 2012). 
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge none of these odorants have been used in 
studies researching these odorants within plumes of varying concentration of the single odorant 
or in combinations with other components. Thus, the receptivity to microstructural properties of 
odorants exists, but their effects on odor identity within odor plumes remain unexamined.  
 
The purpose of this review is to raise questions, not to answer them; to draw attention to a 
potential inquiry in the field of olfactory perception, rather than to survey the field fully; and to 
provoke discussion rather than to serve as a comprehensive or systematic review of the 
literature. We will primarily focus upon research on insect olfaction within the sections that 
review odor plume tracking and navigation, as well as perceived odor identity across shifts in 
concentration of the odor plume.  However, we will also draw upon research on avian, aquatic, 
and mammalian olfaction, when these further clarify or support the central claim of a section. 
Given our motivation to initiate further discovery of what is known about the role that properties 
of the odor plume play in determining odor identity, the paper reviews three key research areas 
relevant to this issue. First, what is known about the role perceived concentration gradient and 
plume structure plays in olfactory navigation and tracking? Based on review of the literature in 
section 2, we conclude that successful olfactory tracking and navigation requires representation 
of the olfactory plume as an object over and above the mere representation of the concentration 
of its components. Second, we review how varying concentrations of the constituents of the odor 
plume affect perceived odor identity? The studies surveyed in section 3 suggest that the 
concentration of the odorants composing the plume affects odor identity. Third, we hone in on 
more minute properties that might occur within the composition of the odor plume by 
considering what is known about how the composition of odorants within an odor affect odor 
identity as they form olfactory mixtures. Section 4 highlights that the components of an odorant 
mixture affect odor quality, yet there is little to no research closing the gap on the determinates 
of odor quality as these odorous mixtures scale from objects transduced at the receptor level to 
the extended odorous plumes. Since it is an open question if isotopic or isotopomer (isomers 
having the same number of each isotope of each element but differing in their positions) 
variations within the composition of the odor plume might play a role in determining olfactory 
quality, we suggest employing these stimuli (see figure 1) as a starting point for researching the 
question of how the properties of odorants scale up to determine odor identity of complex 
odorous plumes. 
 
2. Structure of Olfactory Plumes and Animal Navigation  
 
Studying naturally occurring odorants requires explaining an organism's ability to individuate and 
navigate through a sea of chemical currents while tracking a particular odor plume. Odor-plumes 
are created when odor molecules are released from their source and are taken away in the wind. 
Odor-plume structure is determined by the physics of atmospheric dispersion. Since air, like 
water, is a fluid, it is governed by the same physical laws. Thus, fluid dynamics impinge directly 
upon the distribution of odor molecules in time and space. Two processes working at different 
temporal and spatial scales are at work: (a) molecular diffusion is a slow and small-scale 
phenomenon in which random motion of the molecules causes them to move gradually apart; 
and (b) turbulent diffusion in which the cloud of molecules is physically torn apart by air 
turbulence. Turbulent diffusion is the major determinate of odor plume shape, size, and 
segregation into filaments, as it is a vigorous process that covers a wide range of temporal and 
spatial scales. If an odor source is smaller than the Kolmogoroff scale (at the Kolmogoroff scale, 
viscosity dominates and the turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated into heat), odor molecules 
released into the wind form a filament that expands slowly by molecular diffusion until it reaches 
the size of the smallest eddies. During this period of molecular diffusion, the development of the 
plume depends on the characteristics of the odor molecules. Thus, plumes of different materials 
may behave differently. After molecular diffusion, the rapid and vigorous process of turbulent 
diffusion takes over. The turbulent nature of the wind creates a complex flow environment and 
causes the filaments to propagate in the form of patches with varying concentration 
distributions. An early account dealing with odor plumes can be found in Dusenbery (1992), who 
documents how the plume and its filaments can be affected by the wind of the surrounding 
environment, dispersal rate, and the types, velocity, and directions of turbulence. His treatment 
offers a rich account of how different environments generate diverse plumes with changing 
turbulence dynamics and filaments. For those further interested in the physics of odor plumes, 
Murlis et al., (1992) provides an in-depth analysis on the topic. 
 
The structure of the filaments of the odor as well as patches of odorless air within the plumes as 
generated by the size and shape of the odor sources, as well as the structure of the local 
environment play a role in shaping the organisms tracking behavior. While it might be thought 
that the organism need only track the specific odor and ignore the intervening scents, more 
recent research indicates that environmental odors are also used by insects and migratory birds 
for the purposes of odor tracking and navigation. Safi et al (2016) employing a multidisciplinary 
approach including computational modeling suggests that the migratory birds use encounters of 
gradients of localized odors from stopover sites when displaced from their normal migratory 
path. Their research suggests that avian olfactory navigation might employ an odor map of 
environmentally significant smells that can be used to maintain a migratory path.2  While avian 
olfactory navigation might use environmental odors as a means of localization, Webster and 
Carde (2017) review evidence that insects use habitat odors as cue in locating host scents during 
odor tracking and navigation. Moreover, they stress that research should be sensitive to the 
differences between laboratory conditions and natural environments as these will generate 
discrepancies in our knowledge of odor plume tracking and navigation 
 
Additionally, Murlis, Elkinton, and Carde (1992) review the effects of the odor plume’s structure 
on insect navigation with a focus on the importance of turbulence causing the shape of the plume 
based on fluctuations in odor concentration. Not only do plumes composed of different odorants 
behave differently, but the size and structure of odor-free patches within the plume that are 
causally generated by the size of the odor cloud also play a significant role in insect odor tracking. 
While these separate pieces of research offer a wonderfully rich overview of how environmental 
factors generate different plume structures, they do not cover how the composition of the 
odorants within the odor plume affects perceived olfactory quality. In what follows, we review 
what is known about how insects can segregate the odor plume from amongst the sea of 
chemical currents composing the olfactory environment. Whenever appropriate, we cite 
research done in avian species, invertebrates, and mammals in order to provide further 
supporting evidence for our claims. 
 
2.1 Role of Background Environmental Odors in the Olfactory Plume 
 
One interesting factor of olfactory perception within natural odor environments are the effects 
that background environmental conditions have upon an organism’s ability to perceive the odor 
plume. For instance, increased ambient temperature negatively impacts the tracking ability of 
gypsy moths (Charlton et al. 1993). Similarly, shifts in the environmental prevalence of carbon 
dioxide negatively impact the Smooth dogfish’s (Mustelus canis) olfactory tracking abilities 
(Dixson et al. 2015). Also, background odorants might be used as a possible mask for the 
attractant. Leaf Hopper insects have difficulty detecting an attractant odor if the background 
odorants share chemical structures. Likewise, changing the concentration of background 
odorants can mask an odor plume (Cai et al. 2017). For Drosophila larvae, when the target and 
 
2 For those interested in avian odor navigation Wiltschko and Wiltschko (2017) provide an in-
depth commentary of the debate between those claiming it requires odor maps and those that 
think mere atmospheric cues without a map would be sufficient for navigation. Additionally, 
Walcott et al’s (2018) editorial nicely summarize state of debate regarding pigeon navigation and 
whether it requires odor-based maps as proposed by Papi or the olfactory-activation hypothesis 
that atmospheric odors do not provide navigation cues. 
 
 
background odor elicit similar receptor activity patterns the stimulus becomes difficult to 
distinguish from the background smellscape (Kreher et al. 2008). Unsurprisingly, these studies 
indicate just a few of the different ways in which environmental odorants and background 
conditions have a causal impact upon the receptivity and ability of an organism to segregate a 
target from against a background of overlapping chemical or thermogenic currents.3 To address 
the more general issue of how the gaseous plume is perceived, we now turn to a survey of odor 
plume receptivity to show that organisms have the sensitivity necessary to track the 
concentration gradient of the components of the odor plume. Moreover, we show based on 
some suggestive research on olfactory tracking and navigation, that the plume is represented not 
just in terms of the concentration gradients of its filaments, but as a superordinate entity .  
  
2.2 Sampling the Olfactory Plume 
 
Perhaps the most pressing variable in determining how organisms navigate odorous 
environments is the base olfactory sampling rate in relation to odor plume concentration 
diffusion. The olfactory system encodes average concentration rates, as well as the degree of 
change in the concentration and the ratio of the constituents’ concentrations (Webster and 
Weissburg, 2001). The sensory sensitivity of the olfactory system can sample from the filaments 
and changes in concentrations of an odor plume. Additionally, the kinetics of insect sensory 
neurons for tracking filaments can occur within less than 2 ms and fluctuations of odor stimuli 
can be resolved at a frequency more than 100 hz (Szyszka et al. 2014). Thus, insect antennas are 
capable of fine-grained temporal resolution that might be necessary in tracking concentration 
shifts within a filament making it plausible that they have the necessary resolution to perceive 
the olfactory plume.  
 
However, not all organisms have such detailed receptivity for tracking the minute changes of the 
concentration gradient within an olfactory plume. Yet, fine-grained resolution of minute shifts 
within the concentration might not be required. Boie et al (2018), using an information theoretic 
approach, quantified the amount of information of the concentration gradient within naturalistic 
odor plumes that would be required for efficient odor tracking.  Their model shows that having 
multiple sensors increase the ability to encode information about the concentration gradient of 
a plume. Efficient odor tracking and navigation can be accomplished by multiple sets of receptors 
encoding samples of the concentration gradient at a higher rate but lower resolution. Arguably 
this shows that organisms do not require fine-grained sensory transduction resolution that 
encode the exact concentration of a filament. Given that the receptivity and encoding of odor 
plume concentrations is possible for organisms, we now turn to olfactory tracking and navigation, 




3 Carde and Willis (2008) offer an in-depth article that covers navigational strategies of insects 
for patchy (natural) odor plumes that discusses odor dispersion as it impacts plume size and the 
structure of the plume, as well as how the atmospheric conditions (including wind currents) and 
landscape affect plume structure. 
Before turning to odor plume navigation it is worth noting that organism need not only track 
concentration gradients and encounters with the odor plume, but they also require mechanisms 
for temporal processing in generating a representation of an olfactory scene. Tracking and 
navigating a gaseous sea of chemical currents requires representing the temporal encounters of 
odor plume, as well as receptivity to concentration gradients and encounters with plumes. The 
mechanism for encoding temporal information about turbulent odorant plumes are suggestive 
that the plume is not merely represented based on encounters with filaments and mean 
concentration of the target odor within these encounters, but the organism also represents the 
odor plume as a developing structure across time. For instance, during odor plume navigation 
the organism is sensitive to the temporal frequency between encounters with the odorant and 
intervening clean air of environmental odors (Vicker et al 2001, 2006; Park et al 2016), as well as 
the intermittency of odorant plume encounters (Crimaldi et al 2002). Building upon this research 
Ache et al (2016) provides evidence that animals could employ groups of rhythmically active 
‘bursting’ olfactory receptor neurons (bORNs) to encode temporal information that is intrinsic to 
the distal olfactory stimulus. The added mechanism of tracking the temporal structure within the 
olfactory stimulus they claim would be a necessary component in olfactory scene analysis.  
Similarly, Park et al (2016) use a computational model constructed from natural turbulent plumes 
to show that temporal information about the plume can be used by bORNS alone to locate the 
odor source. Thus, temporal properties of the filament arrivals (odor intermittency) of the 
olfactory plume must also be taken into account for efficient olfactory navigation.  
 
The basic organization of early olfactory circuits is conserved from insects to mammals (Ache, 
2005) such that the bORNS are found in arthropods, amphibians, and mammals (Park et al, 2016). 
However, both Ache et al (2016) and Park et al (2016) note that insects do not exhibit bORNs and 
as such must employ some alternative mechanism for representing the temporal structure of the 
odorant plume.  While insect might not employ the same neuronal mechanisms, in the next 
section it will be shown that representing the temporal structure of the odor plume is just as 
fundamental for insect odor tracking and navigation.  We take it that both the necessary 
receptivity to the concentration gradient of the odor plume and the encoding of the temporal 
dynamics of the plume suggests that successful odor tracking and navigation requires 
representing the odor plume as an extended spatiotemporal entity across a range of properties 
which will be enumerated in the next section. 
 
2.3 Tracking and Navigating the Olfactory Plume 
 
The ability to track an odor plume through an environment requires both the ability to segregate 
the target stimulus from the background, as well as to track the plume through changes in its 
concentration gradients. Drosophila larvae can differentiate two concentrations of an odorant 
and track it within a Y-shaped navigation task. Additionally, larvae have distinct receptor neurons 
for representing and tracking sensitivity to odor concentration (Slater et al. 2015). Despite having 
the sensor sensitivity for all ranges of concentration, Grapholita oriental fruit moths show a 
preference for only tracking intermediate levels of odor concentration (Baker et al. 1981).  Moths 
possess neurons that track the individual filaments of a plume (Lei et al. 2009). They have central 
processing circuitry that tracks the overall component mixture to allow the moth to track odor 
plumes (Martin and Hildebrand, 2010). Moreover, the temporal resolution of Helicoverpa zen 
moth receptors can distinguish between odor sources 1 mm apart in space and 0.001 s in time 
(Fadamiro et al. 1999). While moths have the sensitivity to track component filaments, for 
Heliothis tobacco budworm moths to effectively track an odorant the entire mixture blend must 
synchronically reach the sensors (Vickers and Baker, 1992). Taken together these studies suggest 
that some species have the sensitivity to track the concentration gradients of a filament in an 
odor plume and represent it as a perceptible object. 
   
Since natural olfactory environments are dynamic and unpredictable, organisms require various 
sensory cues to navigate towards odor sources. One navigational strategy employed by flies is 
osmotropotaxis, where the measurement of concentration differences allows the fly to face the 
direction with the highest concentration. Another strategy employed by flies is optomotor 
anemotaxis, which describes the insect’s tendency to fly upwind when odors are sensed, and 
then turn in a zigzagging fashion known as casting (Herrero, 2012). Another instance of this type 
of strategy is seen in the tobacco budworm fast-acting, phasic-tonic, surging-cast, response 
system that reacts when in contact with pheromone filaments (Vickers and Baker, 1994). 
Similarly, to locate an odorant, male Pectinophora gossypiella (pink bollworm moths) sense 
boundaries of an odor trail during their navigational casting (Farkas and Shorey, 1972). In 
laboratory conditions using a sustained flight tunnel, Kuenen and Baker (1982) showed that 
oriental fruit moths flew at lower net-ground velocities when navigating towards higher 
pheromone concentration gradients. Additionally, the moths turning frequency was greater with 
increased pheromone concentration, while the distance of the turns relative to the plume axis 
decreased. While in some instances Dogs and Humans utilized a type of casting (Porter et al. 
2007), terrestrial odor navigation usually requires a path selection in a familiar environment. For 
example, Rats employ a run-and-scan mechanism for tracking airborne odorants. Rather than 
casting, they run directly toward an odor source, and if incorrect, they continue to serially sample 
other possible odor source locations (Bhattacharyya and Bhalla, 2015). These differences 
between navigational strategies indicate that perception of the structure and shape of the odor 
plume might vary between species.  
 
Despite the difference of navigational strategies and perceptual abilities in detecting the 
olfactory plume, there is preservation of an anatomical strategy to handle the perception of 
disparate filaments of olfactory plumes. The prevalence of two symmetrical olfactory sensors is 
a reoccurring structure shared by both vertebrate and invertebrate organisms (Gomez-Martin et 
al. 2010). The function of a stereo or bilateral olfactory input for gradient detection plays a crucial 
role in localizing a specific odorant source. For instance, the use of a right and left antenna in 
honeybees allows for the discrimination between higher and lower concentration gradients and 
aids in casting towards the odorant source (Martin, 1965). Honeybees with crossed left and right 
antennae exhibited spatial confusion in orientation tasks. Similar results have shown that fruit 
flies require bilateral sensory input to navigate towards odor sources.  
 
Measurements of the physiological properties of Drosophila’s ORNs are conducted in intervals of 
2s or less, yet the rate at which flies encounter an odorant pulse is not well documented. One 
study tested the effects of various concentrations of CO2 on fruit flies and discovered that CO2-
sensitive neurons are specifically tuned to small concentration changes, despite the presence of 
background CO2 levels (Faucher et al. 2013). Considering that flies tend to steer laterally towards 
the highest concentrated odor plume, the same researchers found that by obstructing sensory 
input to one antenna, this ability was eliminated. Moreover, their research provides further 
evidence of sensory lateralization, where signals from the left antenna played a larger role in 
odor tracking than that of the right antenna (Duistermars et al. 2009). Unlike adult Drosophila, 
the larvae do not rely on bilateral input. Larval chemotaxis can occur with a single functional 
olfactory neuron. However, the accuracy of odor navigation is enhanced with bilateral sensory 
input (Louis et al. 2008). Bilateral odor input is not always necessary to track an odorant source. 
American cockroaches with only one antenna can locate the source of an odorant plume, but the 
length of the antenna influences odor tracking ability more than any particular segment of the 
antenna (Lockey and Willis, 2015), suggesting that bilateral detection is not the only mechanism 
responsible for encoding the plume structure – access to the temporal properties of the plume 
also play a role, which further confirms the claim in section 2.2 that encoding the temporal 
dynamics of the odor plume is a fundamental component of odor navigation. 
 
The use of (symmetrical) bilateral inputs for odor tracking and navigation is employed to such an 
extent across species that Patzke et al (2010) provide suggestive evidence of the lateralization of 
homing ability relative to use of the right nostril. Their findings in homing pigeons provide further 
evidence for the avian olfactory navigational hypothesis, such that the left and right olfactory 
systems provided different information for navigational purposes. While this level of 
lateralization has not been documented in mammals, stereo sampling using both nostrils is also 
seen in mammals, Using American moles, Catania et al (2012) showed that while blocking a 
nostril does not disrupt the ability to locate a distant odor sources it does disrupt local odor plume 
sampling. And though it is mostly speculative, Jacobs (2019) provides a strong argument based 
on interdisciplinary research that the structure of human nose first evolved for navigational 
purposes then through local selection pressures shows ecological specialization and eventually 
decreased in size to primarily identify local odors and not distal environmental odor plumes.  
Based on these cross-species comparisons it becomes apparent that organisms must perceive 
disparate parts of the odor plume in tracking a particular odor through the environment, yet it is 
a further question whether organisms must represent the plume structure and not merely its 
component parts. 
 
Successful navigation depends upon the temporal and spatial encoding of the plume’s properties 
by the olfactory system. But additionally, there is a growing body of evidence that insects 
represent the shape, structure, and composition of the odor plume suggesting that the plume 
itself is treated as a superordinate object independent of the concentration gradients of the 
odorants within the filaments. Moths (male Pectinophora pink bollworm moths) have been 
shown to sense the overall shape of a pheromone plume in navigating towards the location of an 
odorant (Farkas and Shorey, 1972). Additionally, olfactory navigation strategies of moths vary in 
accordance with the fine-grained structural characteristics of the plume (Mafra-Neto and Carde, 
1994). Both the navigation strategy and success of navigating towards the odor source vary with 
the structure of the odor plume, which Mafra-Neto and Carde (1994) take to indicate that the 
moths interaction with the structure of the plume plays an integral role in their flight guidance 
system. Their further research on Cadra cautella (almond moths) indicates that flight tracks of 
male moths to point sources of a pheromone are dependent upon an increase in filament 
encounters. The faster the frequency of pulses and the greater the volume of the plume, the 
more males would respond (Mafra-Neto and Carde, 1995), which shows that fine scale changes 
within the plumes turbulence affected male Cadra cautella flight patterns in navigating to a point 
source.  
 
The studies on moth odor navigation indicates that the structure of the odor plume plays a role 
in odor navigation, but it does not directly address how the components of the plume or shifts in 
concentration of the odorants might affect perceived plume identity. Also, their results are 
suggestive that the odor plume is represented as a superordinate object, yet moth navigation 
towards pheromones is known to be a highly selective ballistic behavior. Additionally, 
pheromones are often a simple chemical complex and not indicative of the highly complex scents 
composed of multiple components that form naturalistic odor plumes. To address these kinds of 
issues Dekker, Takken, and Carde (2001) studied female mosquitos’ (An. gambiae and Ae. 
Aegypti) olfactory navigation behavior within odor plumes of varying structures, concentrations 
of component parts, and types (simple and complex smells). Their results showed that both the 
structure of the plume (homogenous or pulsed) as well as the concentration of odor plume, 
within dual-choice olfactomotor, affected the mosquitos’ behavior. Plumes formed from 
homogenous skin odor increased the mosquitos trap capture, whereas homogenous plumes of 
CO2 reduced trap capture. Additionally, their findings showed that homogenous CO2 trap capture 
was concentration dependent and variable across mosquito species. Taken together their results 
indicate that the composition, structure, and type of odor plume are all variables that need to be 
accounted for independently in studying insect odor olfaction. For our purposes, these series of 
studies on insect olfaction make it clear that properties of the odor plume clearly play a 
determinate role in generating perceived odor identity. 
 
The encoding of temporal information about odor plumes in natural encounters requires further 
research. But in a lab-made plume, researchers utilized a parameterized computational model of 
the Panulirus argus (caribbean spiny lobster) to show that lobsters use groups of rhythmically 
active neurons to encode temporal data for olfactory navigation (Park et al. 2016). Their model 
indicated that spatial-temporal distinctions in the odor plume signify to the organism that 
odorants do not share the same source. In relation to the utilization of both spatial and temporal 
encoding, Willis (2008) addressed the question of how plume trackers sample odor information 
using mobile robots as models of biological trackers. They concluded that both for walking and 
in-flight plume tracking the structure of the odor plume modulates tracking behavior (Willis, 
2008), suggesting that successful navigation requires representing the odor plume as a 
spatiotemporal entity over and above the constituent odor filaments and concentration 
gradients. We take the host of studies above on avian, aquatic, and insect olfaction to indicate 
that successful navigation and odor tracking requires a host of different, yet similar, capacities 
that represent not only the concentration of the odorants within the plume, but also the 
composition of the odor, the structure of the plume, and its temporal dynamics. Thus, the odor 
plume is treated as a superordinate entity within a background of alternative environmental 
odorants. While there is a growing amount of evidence across species to support our claim that 
odor perception requires the representation of the odor plume as a perceptible entity, it is less 
clear that humans have such capacities and that they perceptually represent odor plumes. 
 
While it is unclear if humans can perceive odor plumes as superordinate perceptual entities, we 
can learn specific locations using olfactory cues. We have an odor memory system for olfactory 
spatial representation that can be employed to relocate the placement of odors within a spatial 
environment. Under laboratory conditions it has been observed that we have the capacity for 
olfactory space representations, indicating the existence of residual directional smelling abilities 
for humans based on our ability for spatially encoding smells (Moessnang et al. 2011). 
Additionally, visually impaired individuals employ olfactory cues in locating an object’s proximity 
or as a point of reference in determining their spatial location within an environment, but not for 
the purposes of actively sampling in navigating to these locations (Koutsoklenis and 
Papadopoulos, 2011).  
 
In open field environments, subjects can localize the source of an odor using just the olfactory 
system without trigeminal stimulation. The use of both nostrils made no difference for locating 
the stimulus at two meters or less from the subject. But, beyond two meters the use of both 
nostrils to demarcate the concentration of the plume helped in localizing the smell (Welge-Lüssen 
et al. 2014). Moreover, an earlier study showed that humans have the ability for olfactory 
tracking in an open field environment (Porter et al. 2007), yet it is unclear if humans can employ 
this ability for navigation by only employing the olfactory system in perceiving the structure of 
the olfactory plume.  
 
Jacobs (2012) argues that the primary function of olfaction is for navigation given that the scaling 
of the olfactory bulb does not obey the same rules as other cortical tissues across species if it 
were merely evolved for sensory discrimination. His theoretical claim was partially substantiated 
in a laboratory experiment in which humans learnt the location of a stimulus using only olfaction 
and navigated back to the odor’s location using multimodal cues (Jacobs et al. 2015). Moreover, 
it has been recently documented that olfactory identification and spatial memory are cortically 
associated in the orbital frontal cortex (OFC) (Dahamani et al, 2018), which is thought to be the 
primary olfactory cortical processing center in humans. Not only are spatial memory capacities 
and olfactory indemnification linked in the OFC, but Dahamani et al (2018) document cases 
linking deficits in olfactory identification and spatial memory as shown by lesions of the medial 
OFC. However, none of these studies address the role of the components of the odorant plume 
in determining humans’ ability to track an odor or navigate our environmental smellscape. Thus, 
it is an open question if properties of the odor plume considered as a superordinate object of 
perception yield differences in odor identity for humans. Given that tracking the concentration 
of the component odorants of a plume’s filament plays an essential role in olfactory tracking and 
navigation, we now turn to a review of how the components of an odor yield shifts in odor quality 
based on changes of the concentration levels of the constituents alone. 
 
3. Olfactory Plume Properties that Impact Perceived Odor Identity: Concentration Effects 
  
Concentration effects provide a ripe area for studying how properties of the component parts of 
the plume affect odor quality, since the chemical nature of the constituent odorants remain 
constant, while the nature of the plume is manipulated. Since the last section established that 
the odor plume is perceived as a superordinate entity beyond the mere concentration gradient 
of the component filaments, in this section we review what is known about concentration effects 
in multicomponent, binary, and single component odorant mixtures to establish what is currently 
know about how manipulations of the component properties of the plume, aside from the 
molecular identity of the component odorants, impact upon odor quality. The section concludes 
with a survey of what is known about concentration invariance and suggests that it is a learned 
capacity that requires the representation of types of odor plumes. 
 
3.1 Multicomponent Odors  
 
Odors composed of multiple different types of odorants indicate that properties of the 
composition of the olfactory plume impacts upon perceived odor quality. For instance, Weiss et 
al. (2012) showed that changes in multicomponent concentration levels yield shifts in olfactory 
quality for humans. Similarly, large-scale shifts of concentration using multicomponent mixtures 
change the perceived olfactory quality of an odor for Drosophila (Masek and Heisenberg, 2008).  
While this might suggest that the concentration of all the components of the mixture are 
responsible for the shift in olfactory quality, Reinhard et al. (2010) showed that honeybees only 
tracked a subset of key components and their concentration rates among multi-component floral 
odorants. Additionally, increasing the concentration of an individual constituent yielded the 
effect that the bee treated that odorant as a key component of the mixture.  
 
Similarly, even minute additions of a thin CO2 filament within an odor plume derived from human 
skin rapidly modulates mosquito flight behavior. Female Aedes aegypti mosquitos show low 
responsiveness to skin odor and high sensitivity to CO2, yet they become more sensitive to skin 
odors after a brief encounter with a CO2 filament (Dekker, Geier, and Carde, 2005). While these 
odor plumes might not be thought of as a complex odor mixture, nevertheless mosquitos are 
using the odor combination of skin odor and CO2 as indication of live human host, thus we infer 
that they are treating it as an odor object for their ecological purposes. In a further set of 
experiments Dekker and Carde (2011) measured female Aedes aegypti mosquitos’ differential 
flight patterns in wind tunnel relative to structure and composition of odor plumes. Their results 
indicate that even brief encounters of thin CO2 filaments generate rapid upwind surge. However, 
when presented with skin odors the mosquitos required longer continuous exposure for 
homogenous plumes to modulate flight behavior. These findings lead them to conclude that 
strategies for odor navigation and tracking are not unified even within a species and might even 
differ between stimuli within a species. 
 
The research surveyed above displays how the compositional properties of complex odor 
mixtures play a role in segregating and demarcating the relevant components of an odor mixture. 
These studies taken together show that it is not just the molecular structure of odorants that play 
a role in generating odor identity, but also the composition and concentration of the constituents 
of a complex mixture as they compose the odor plume.  
 
3.2 Binary Odor Mixtures 
 
Similar findings to those seen in complex mixtures have been shown for mixtures of two different 
types of odorants. Bactrocera dorsalis (oriental fruit flies) can be conditioned to be sensitive to 
changes in concentration in binary mixtures (Liu et al. 2015). Additionally, Drosophila show a 
sensitivity to changes in concentration of binary mixtures within a hundredfold change in 
concentration (Borst, 1983). Changing the concentration of one or both components of binary 
mixtures shifts judged olfactory quality for Rats (Weiss et al. 2012). Similar results have been 
demonstrated looking at concentration variance based on judgments of molar ratios between 
components of an odor (Uchida and Mainen, 2008). These studies further substantiate the claim 
that compositional properties of the odor plume, in particular the concentration of the 
component odorants, play a role in determining odor identity.  
 
3.3 Single Component Odors 
 
Single component odors yield similar findings that shifts in concentration generate changes in 
odor identity. The additive advantage of single component odors is that we cannot attribute the 
shift of odor quality to the molecular features of the component odorants. Rather, the change in 
identity must be explained relative to the density of the odor plume as it interacts with the 
sensory transduction mechanism. Thus, the odor treated as a gaseous plume plays a role in 
generating perceived olfactory quality. One example of concentration shifts in single component 
odors occurs in Drosophila, who have a natural avoidance mechanism for carbon dioxide, which 
they learn to overcome in detecting ripening fruit. While this is a simple chemical entity, fruit flies 
track the changing concentrations of volatiles in fruit as it ripens (Turner and Ray, 2009). The flies 
track the plume of CO2 across its changes in concentration. Moreover, different species of fruit 
flies show distinct sensitivities to shifts in concentration for CO2, depending upon their 
preference of ripening stages (Pham and Ray, 2015). Additionally, in Drosophila, classical 
conditioning can be employed to train avoidance towards changes in concentrations (Tully and 
Quinn, 1985).  Lastly, mosquitos show exquisite sensitivity to concentration shifts in CO2 with 
fluctuations as small as 40 ppm causing shifts in receptor sensitivity (Grant and O’Connell, 1996) 
that allows for their navigational ability upwind towards a host within a fluctuating concentration 
gradient. Moreover, mosquitos show differential sensitivity to the structure and concentration 
of a CO2 plume, such that even minute fluctuations within CO2 concentrations can generate flight 
tracking behavior towards a host. For instance, because of the ubiquitous human body odor, 
females of the malaria mosquito, Anopheles gambiae use fluctuations in CO2 concentration as 
means of inferring the presence of a living human (Webster, Lacey, and Carde, 2015). Similarly, 
shifts in concentration using aliphatic molecules yield changes in perceived olfactory qualities for 
Humans (Laing et al. 2003). Despite these results of concentration effects across types of 
mixtures and species, shifts in olfactory quality as attributable to shifts in concentration are 
reported as outliers rather than the norm – one explanation for this might be learnt 
concentration invariance. 
 
3.4 Concentration Invariance 
 
Concentration invariance is when the organism treats varying concentrations of the same 
chemical compounds as having the same odor identity. Three possible explanations (aside from 
those already surveyed in the introduction for intensity invariance) might be offered for 
concentration invariance. The first explanation is that the receptors lack sensitivity to 
concentrations and encode a single type of odor (Frederick et al. 2009). Another explanation is 
that concentration invariance is due to coarse coding either at the olfactory bulb or cortical levels 
of processing (Asahina et al. 2009; Fried et al. 2002; Münch et al. 2013). The most likely 
explanation is that it is a learned effect. Naïve animals treat varying concentrations as different 
and based upon ecological needs learn that the different concentrations of an odor plume still 
indicate the presence of the olfactory source object (Uchida and Mainen, 2008). A recent study 
suggestively supports this explanation with the addition that organism also require the ability to 
encode and represent the environmental concentration of the odor plume independent of the 
odorants’ concentration at the receptor sites, because the act of sniffing can cause shifts in 
perceived concentration. Jordan et al (2018) showed that in mice fast sniffs alone can shift the 
concentration of an odor making the odor percept equivalent to that of a strong environmental 
concentration. Yet, mice employ an initial sniff modulation to sample the environmental 
concentration independent of future sniff variance. Not only does this show that inhalation 
dynamics must play a role in inferences about odor concentration and the odor identity thereof, 
but also that organism can learn that identical odor concentration percepts might not signify the 
same informational value regarding odor identity. 
 
Concentration invariance for binary and complex odor mixtures is relative to the organism’s 
ability to track the molar ratios of the components of the olfactory plume. Using experimental 
manipulations of the ratio between the components (Cleland, 2008; Cleland et al. 2011; Uchida 
and Mainen, 2008) or by changing the concentration of one of the components (Le Berre et al. 
2008a; Le Berre et al. 2008b; Sinding et al. 2013; Sinding et al. 2014), it can be demonstrated that 
the organism no longer treats the mixture as having the same odor identity. In cases of single 
odorant stimuli, naïve honeybees and mice consider changes in concentration as differences in 
olfactory quality (Choudhary, 2009; Cleland et al. 2011). However, an outlier to the hypothesis 
that concentration invariance is a learnt ability, is the recent work by Asahina et al. (2009) 
showing that naïve Drosophila demonstrate concentration invariance that is not learnt but 
mediated by local interneurons. Aside from the study by Asahina, concentration invariance is 
most likely explained as a learnt capacity, suggesting that changes in the plume generate changes 
in the perceptible object that require the organism to learn over time that these disparate odor 
plume entities are nonetheless of the same type. We take the evidence of the past two sections 
to suggest that the odor plume is treated as a superordinate object by the olfactory system and 
moreover the properties of its composition independent of the molecular features of the 
chemical components play a role in generating perceived odor quality. In the next section, we 
turn our focus to what is known about how properties of odorant mixtures yield changes in odor 
quality to further hone in on our wonder if minute properties of the odorants composing the 
plume, such as isotopic variants of individual odorants, might play a role in determining odor 
identity. 
 
4. Olfactory Plume Properties that Impact Perceived Odor Identity: Olfactory Mixtures 
 
Combinations of different types of odorants yield an olfactory mixture - mixtures can generate 
different odor qualities by varying the kinds of odorants used, ratio between the odorants, and 
concentration level of each component. Moreover, olfactory mixtures have been generated with 
complex combinations of up to and exceeding thirty components. Rather than start with simple 
mixtures and work up to larger types of olfactory mixtures, we begin with the large-scale 
component process for multi-molecular odor mixtures and progress to binary and unitary stimuli, 
given our stated motivation of attempting to show that even micro-structural chemical 
properties might influence odor identity.  
 
4.1 The perception of olfactory mixtures is a component process 
 
The perception of olfactory mixtures is a component process whereby the olfactory system 
organizes the constituent chemical compounds into a uniform smell. When two or more odorants 
are combined into a complex odor, one of two possible mixtures results: a configural mixture 
whose odor quality differs from the smell of the components, which are not discernable as 
constituents of the new smell; or an elemental mixture whose smell is the additive combination 
of the components, whose individual odor qualities are discernable within the complex 
(Berglund, 1973). Configural mixtures are particularly fascinating, since the mixture’s odor quality 
is not determined as an additive process such that one cannot predict the new smell from its 
individual components (Berglund, 1973). 
 
Initial research on rodents indicated that perceptually similar odorants yield configural mixtures, 
while dissimilar odorants yield elemental mixtures (Wiltrout et al. 2003). However, it has since 
been established that the resultant quality of an olfactory mixture is better accounted for by 
receptor sensitivity to molecular features of the odorant (Kay et al. 2005). Mixtures formed by 
odorants with similar molecular structures activate similar sets of receptor neurons thereby 
generating configural mixtures, while those differing in structure yield elemental mixtures 
suggesting that the synergistic properties attributed to the gaseous cloud might be accounted for 
in terms of receptor transduction and not the plume. However, there might be reason to think 
that gaseous plumes also play a role, because similar and dissimilar components can yield both 
kinds of mixtures depending upon the concentration levels of the constituents (Kay et al. 2005). 
By varying the concentration of odorant components, one can influence whether the complex 
mixture will be perceived as configural or elemental (McNamara et al. 2007) suggesting that the 
overall gaseous object as demarcated by its concentration also plays a role in determining odor 
quality. 
 
4.2 Olfactory transduction and perception of multi-component mixtures 
 
Although it was commonly thought that odorants were coded in a coarse manner at the receptor 
and olfactory bulb (Fried et al. 2002; Asahina et al. 2009), Vincis et al. (2012) showed that these 
results are attributable to the odorant and anesthetized state of the organism. Under natural 
conditions using ordinary odorants they recorded robust fine-grained representations within the 
glomeruli of the olfactory bulb in mice. Despite these results, several studies using rodents show 
completion effects whereby in multi-component mixtures the olfactory system either shows the 
same coding despite the absence of a constituent or a change to the constituents. For instance, 
Johnson et al. (2010) showed that olfactory coding within the olfactory bulb represents the major 
molecular features of the stimulus. Yet, for some complex mixtures the coding was less complex 
than would be expected if all the molecular features were represented, which indicates that only 
major constituents of the complex are being represented. Their results confirm previous findings 
(Johnson et al. 2007) that the encoding of molecular features primarily maps the major 
components of an olfactory mixture. If odor identity in multi-component mixtures is primarily 
derived from a few major odorants this would shed doubt on our wonder if small scale micro-
properties of the odorants impact upon odor quality as odor mixtures scale up to environmental 
odor plumes. However, even if in the extreme case that only the major components of a mixture 
are responsible for generating odor identity, their relationship with the mixture’s composition as 
a complex smell must still be considered, since their ratio and concentration within the mixture 
have a determinate effect on perceived odor identity.  
   
The distinction between configural and elemental mixtures is often treated as binary, yet recent 
studies suggest it might be treated along a continuum with some mixtures yielding only mildly 
configural odors. Both humans and rabbits treat the RC6 mixture (artificial strawberry smell) as 
configural (Sinding et al. 2013). Yet, when one of the components is removed the mixture is 
treated as mildly configural depending upon the identity of the constituent that has been 
removed, as well as the resultant ratio between the remaining components. Similar results have 
been shown using Rabbit pups presented with the RC6 mixture. What was interestingly 
demonstrated is that changing less than 50% of the components still yield a weak configural 
percept of olfactory quality (Romagny et al 2015) suggesting that the differences in sensory 
transduction reported by Johnson et al (2007, 2010) might not be perfectly preserved in 
perception. The continuum of perceived odor identity between elemental and configural 
mixtures show that even properties within the composition of the odor mixture, aside from 
odorant identity and their molecular features, play a role in shifting odor quality. 
 
4.3 Olfactory transduction and perception of Unitary and Binary Odor Mixtures 
 
In some binary mixtures, changes in concentration yield perceived differences in odor quality 
(Asahina et al. 2009; Malnic et al. 1999; McNamara et al. 2007; Pause et al. 1997). However, shifts 
in olfactory quality as brought about by changes in concentration levels are the exception and 
not the norm (Cleland et al. 2011; Gross-Isseroff and Lancet, 1988; Uchida and Mainen, 2008).  
The lack of shifts in olfactory quality as brought about by changes in concentration levels explains 
the dearth of literature. Nevertheless, humans use a larger set of descriptions of odor qualities 
for monomolecular structures with greater structural complexity (Kermen et al. 2011), which can 
be taken as evidence that molecular complexity plays a causal role in generating the reported 
odor quality even in the absence of additional odorants. Additionally, as noted in section 3, there 
is reason to think that the gaseous plume itself plays a role, since changes in concentration can 
cause variance in olfactory quality without any change in molecular structure (Gross-Isseroff and 
Lancet, 1988; Laing et al. 2003; Marfaing et al. 1988).  
 
Research on the cellular and molecular basis of odor transduction further support our claim that 
changing the concentration of an odorant or the ratio of odorants in a simple or complex mixture 
may result in a change in odor perception. Genetically encoded probes have allowed researchers 
to observe neuronal function in real-time. Bozza and colleagues targeted expression of a pH-
sensitive protein, synapto-pHluorin that reports on synaptic vesicle fusion in real-time, to 
olfactory neurons. Using this genetic probe, they were able to visualize glomerular activity in 
response to a panel of odorants. They tested responses to both increases in carbon-chain length 
of odorants as well as changes in odorant concentration. They found little evidence for a finely 
organized mapping of carbon-chain length across the olfactory bulb surface. They also found that 
odorant concentration could alter glomerular activation patterns such that some glomeruli highly 
activated by low concentrations of odors are not activated by higher concentrations. (Bozza et 
al., 2004). These observations could be accounted for by the physico-chemical properties of odor 
receptors as well as cellular organization of the olfactory circuit. Odor receptors may have high 
or low affinity for any given odorants and may also differ in their tuning properties (Hallem and 
Carlson, 2006; Mathew et al., 2013). These properties could determine the distribution of 
glomerular activity and explain why as odorant concentration increases new receptors could 
potentially be recruited. Odor receptors can also be activated as well as inhibited by specific 
odorants further complicating the distribution of glomerular activation (Hallem and Carlson, 
2006; Cao et al., 2017). Similarly, lateral inhibition processes may differentially affect the activity 
pattern of glomeruli depending on odor concentration (Urban, 2002; Wilson et al., 2004; McGann 
et al., 2005; Olsen and Wilson, 2008). Eventually, glomerular activation patterns impact odor 
perception (Grossman et al., 2008), however, how these cellular mechanisms scale up to account 
for naturally occurring odor plumes is still an open area of research. 
 
Despite the findings of the aforementioned sections suggesting that the molecular features of 
the odorants composing the odor plume play a role in determining odor identity with respect to 
odor quality, given the variegated nature of the molecular features of these mixtures, these 
effects might be attributed to sensory receptivity and transduction mechanism of the olfactory 
system relative to the different types of molecular features of the odorants. In an attempt to 
control for such differences between various types of molecular features interacting with the 
receptor site, we think it would be prudent to study less-complex mixtures. If a single component 
odor plume composed of odorants sharing all the same chemical structures show shifts in 
perceived olfactory quality this cannot be attributed to differences in odorant’s chemical 
structure as composed by its functional groups and their spatial distributions. What has yet to be 
addressed as indicated by our focused survey of the literature, is the possibility that minute 
chemical properties such as isotopic or isotopomeric variations within the composition of the 
odor plume might play a role in generating shifts in odor identity in naturally occurring situations. 
      
5. Conclusion:  
 
A complete account of the nature of smell that is generalizable to occurrence outside of 
laboratory conditions should account for the odor plume. A comprehensive theory of olfactory 
perception must account for both the odorous plume’s constituents in generating the perception 
of odor quality at the receptor level, as well as the role that the perceptible object’s extended 
nature plays in generating the perception of smells.  One of the key areas of unexplored research 
is how variations of the properties of the same chemical object composing the gaseous odor 
plume affects perceived odor identity. We suggest that it might be worth studying isotopic or 
isotopomer mixtures at varying levels of concentration to see if there are similar shifts in odor 
identity or invariance when compared to pure solutions. Additionally, it would be useful to 
understand how isotopic or isotopomer compounds within background odors affect the 
perception of pure odorants that form the target stimulus for olfactory tracking and navigation. 
Using these minuscule variations provides a means for controlling the intervening variables and 
alternative explanations that might arise from using more complex stimuli such as olfactory 
mixtures. If even in instances of variations within these microstructural chemical properties we 
observe shifts in perceived odor identity within varying levels of concentration, as well as masking 
effects, it will go some ways towards filling in the current state of our research with the added 
bonus of showing that the odor plume as a superordinate perceptual entity plays a determinate 
role in generating odor quality. 
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Figure 1. The figure shows 2D-chemical structures of isotopic variants of Ethyl 
acetate. Ethyl acetate depicted in the top panel is composed of Hydrogen 
atoms while the same molecule in the bottom panel is deuterated (composed 
of Deuterium atoms). Similar to how water is composed of a mixture of H2O 
and D2O molecules, an ethyl acetate odor plume is likely composed of a 
mixture of the hydrogenated and deuterated forms of the molecule. 









Ethyl acetate: CH3CO2C2H5 
Molecular weight: 90.09 
Ethyl acetate (deuterated): CD3CO2C2D5 
Molecular weight: 96.15 
 
 
